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over the cage," so as to enter it through the door. "... But
the weight was too much for her. About five metres away
stood a similar cage, with the doorway facing _in the direction
of Rana's laborious efforts. She suddenly stood still,
approached the accessible cage, slowly entered it, turned
round, and reappeared with an extraordinary expression of
mingled stupidity and reflection; then returned to the
first cage and tried once more to overturn it, but in vain." l
Of such origin are the rites and practices, and theories to
rationalize them, with which the best Ionian thought, in
Herakleitos or Anaximandros, makes a clean break. They
are the expressions of mental characteristics which may be
observed in animals, and seem to be present in practically
identical form, like" some essential part of the bodily structure,
in human beings of every existing race. The Greek achieve-
ment consists then in sitting back and asking l' Does this
practice really do good ? Is this belief really true ? " Here at
its beginning, as so often in its career, " science advances by a
process of recession from untenable hypotheses." With
Thales and his followers there opens an era of much more
careful thought and observation—observation that would
take account of negative as well as positive instances. It
was a remarkable achievement; for how strong the tendencies
that issue in magic still were in Greece in the sixth century,
the records of the Pythagorean and Orphic brotherhoods
show only too clearly. With the Milesian physicists begins
that severer discipline of thought by which—two thousand
years later, with the help of a vastly improved technology—
men were to begin learning how to do in reality what magic
claimed to do; how to control nature by discovering and
obeying its physical laws.
1 Ib., p. 64. Isolated quotations give little idea of the absorbing interest
of a book which enables us to observe many human characteristics all the
better for seeing them in simple and rudimentary form.

